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• ANISET L/A 2 SPIKE™ - 
with two tube, clamp and 
insertion spike fluid delivery 
assemblies, for attaching two 
IV. fluid containers at a time.

• ANISET L/A 4 SPIKE™ - 
with 4 tube, clamp and 
insertion spike fluid delivery 
assemblies, for attaching four 
IV. fluid containers at a time.

• Each set allows for high 
volume or long period IV. 
fluid administration to large 
animals, particularly horses 
from 2 or 4 containers of IV. 
fluids.

• Clear large bore tubing 
(4.8mm i.d.) and robust 
connecting components used 
throughout.
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ANISET L/A
2 or 4 Insertion spikes

Black reusable/
adjustable 
plastic tiesBlue fluid flow 

shut off clamp

Red “emergency” all 
fluids flow shut off clam

Free rotating pivot 
connector — 360° 

100cc  burette drip 
chamber with filtered air 

vent and injection port

Float Disc

150” Spiral 
tubing

Slide 
clamp

Screw clamp

Fine flow adjustment key

“Ani-Which-
Way” Mane 

grip

Injection Port

Priming cap

Male luer lock 
connector

Both versions are presented sterile, bagged with full operating 
instructions and a free calibration kit.

part of the Animill Range
1 2 or 4 Insertion spikes.
2 Black reusable/adjustable plastic ties.
3  Blue fluid flow shut off clamp.
4  Red “emergency” all fluids flow shut off clamp.
5  Free rotating pivot connector — 360° — Reduces risk of tubes twisting 

as the set can turn freely on itself allowing the animal more freedom of 
movement.

6 100cc burette drip chamber with Filtered Air vent and Injection.
7  Float disc — Allows you to see consistent flow from a distance & 

without having to lower the set.
8 Spiral tubing (150” stretched) — Packed joined, unwind length required 

relative to your specific conditions.
9 Fine flow adjustment key. Use in conjunction with No. 11 to assist in 

easy rotation of control clamp.
10 Screw flow control clamp — Accurate calibration can be achieved with 

the use of the enclosed calibration apparatus in each IV set.
11 Slide clamp.
12 “Ani-Which-Way Mane-grip” adjustable tie assembly.
13 Injection Port — Allows for speedy delivery of additional medication.
14 Rotating ‘male’ luer lock connector.
15 Fluid priming cap — Allows the set to be primed without removal 

preventing contamination, wasting fluids and keeping the preparation 
and treatment area dry.

In the 2 Spike set the delivery arm assembly, the two insertion spikes are attached to two different 
lengths of large bore tubing, one of 5” and the other of 9” meeting at a ‘Y’ connector positioned 8” 
above the drip chamber. This allows one or two fluid containers to be attached higher than the other. 
On each of these lengths of tubing arms is an easy press, ‘click-lock’, fluid flow shut off clamp. 

In the 4 Spike set there is an additional delivery arm assembly attached by a ‘Y’ connector. This 
additional delivery arm set is a repeat of the 2 Spike model with two differing lengths of delivery 
tubing below the top ‘Y’ Connector. The differences in tube lengths allowing for 4 IV fluid containers 
to be linked together and positioned in a cascade formation.

Below either the delivery assemblies is a unique ‘free rotating pivot connector’ positioned 1¼” 
above the 100cc graduated, burette style drip chamber, that allows the drip chamber and remainder 
of the IV set to rotate freely below the fluid delivery containers. 

The large clear, 100cc graduated, drip chamber has a recessed ‘injection site’ and a capped 
bacterial filter air inlet vent on top. Inside, the large bore drip spout is capable of handling a high 
‘drip count’ fluid flow rate. There is a blue plastic ‘float’ disc which drops to the bottom of the 
chamber when empty, as a seal, preventing pull through of air by the dropping flow of fluid in the 
emptying pathway tubing below.

Connected below the drip chamber is a ‘spiral’ of 25½” of the highest quality polyurethane tubing 
with gentle extension and recover spring action (100” lightly extended, 150” stretched). Below this 
is a blue Slide Clamp to cut off flow and a sturdy easy grip screw clamp flow rate adjuster. 12” 

tubing connects on to a ‘y’ style latex free injection port. Also on this section of tube is the handy 
“mane grip” tie assembly.

Finally the set terminates with a 6” run of tubing with a rotating male luer lock and filtered 
end cap, that allows the set to be charged steadily without spill with the end cap in place. 

CODE PACK

HB06622A

HB06624A
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2 SPIKE

4 SPIKE

TYPE

Choice of 2 or 4 spike set

ANISET L/A EXTENSION
You can even add an extension set onto the 2 and 4 spike kit. This 

assists in connection and disconnection. It also avoids disturbing or 
accidental “pull-out” the position of the indwelling catheter.

US Tel: +1 (310) 215-0400
Canada Toll Free: +1 (888) 715-9909

Fax: +1 (310) 215-0401
Email: nasales@millpledge.com
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